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Evolution of finance

Barter was one of the early methods of market exchange: 
• Barter is peer-to-peer and, as such, the first DeFi
• However, barter very inefficient. If I have a cow and want two 

sheep, I need to find an exact match (someone with two sheep 
that wants a cow).

• Money solved the matching problem 
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Evolution of finance

Purposes of money:
Primary
• Unit of Account: A way to compare the value of various goods and services
• Medium of Exchange: Allows for non-barter transactions.

Secondary
• Store of Value: Allows value to be retained – even if partially – rather than 

complete decay (e.g., storing food). 
• Transfer of Value: Ease of transfer of value and to defer value.
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Characteristics

Traditional characteristics:
• Durability: Withstand repeated use (coins, paper, gold)
• Portability: You can carry around
• Divisibility: Fractional units
• Uniformity: Versions of the same currency have identical value
• Limited Supply: Unlimited supply would mean zero value
• Acceptability: “This is legal tender for all debts, public and private”
• Stability: If unstable, people will look for alternatives
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A brief history
9000 BCE Barter
• Market in Egypt exchanging goods, e.g., cows for sheep
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A brief history
600 BCE Coins
• In Lydia
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https://lunaticg.blogspot.com/2008/10/worlds-first-coin-lydian-lion.html
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A brief history
1290 Banknotes
• Marco Polo introduces the idea to Europe (originates in China)
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A brief history
1871 e-Money
• First Western Union money transfer
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A brief history
1871 e-Money
• First Western Union money transfer
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3% fee – nothing changed in 150 years!



A brief history
1950 Credit Cards
• First credit card is Diners Club
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A brief history
1967 ATM
• First ATM introduced in north London by Barclays Bank
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A brief history
1983 Telephone Banking
• Bank of Scotland introduced Homelink which is the first application of 

Internet banking
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https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/25443/uks-first-online-banking-service-homelink-hits-30 and https://www.slideshare.net/jjchai/online-banking
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A brief history
1994 Internet Banking
• Began to become widespread in the US. Stanford Federal Credit Union 

offers Internet banking to customers
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A brief history
1997 Contactless Payment
• Mobil introduces Speedpass at gasoline stations (RFID device)
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A brief history
2005 Chip and Pin
• Introduced with credit cards
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A brief history
2008 Bitcoin
• Programmable money introduced 

by “Satoshi Nakamoto”
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White paper October 31, 2008. 
Program launched January 3, 2009.

https://www.businessinsider.com/nakamoto-misquote-2014-3


A brief history
2014 Apple Pay
• The majority of US retailers have 

capability for contactless pay
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A brief history
2021 Blockchain
• All leading banks have blockchain initiatives

David Solomon, CEO Goldman Sachs.
• “Assume that all major financial institutions around the world are 

looking at the potential of tokenization, stablecoins and frictionless 
payments.”
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A brief history
2021 Blockchain
• OCC grants permission to use stablecoins
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https://www.occ.gov/news-issuances/news-releases/2021/nr-occ-2021-2.html
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A brief history
Can money have value with no backing? Iraqi Swiss dinar
• Iraqi Swiss dinar was the currency of Iraq until the first Gulf War 

in 1990 (plates made in Switzerland, printed in the UK)
• In 1991, Iraq was split in two with Saddam Hussein in the  south 

the Kurds in the north
• Because of sanctions, could not import dinars so Saddam 

ordered the printing of a new currency
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A brief history
Iraqi Swiss dinar
• In May 1993, the Central Bank of Iraq announced that citizens 

had three weeks to exchange old 25 dinar notes for new ones
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A brief history
Iraqi Swiss dinar
• However, old Swiss Dinar continued to be used in the north.
• Saddam cranked the printing press to finance regime and soon 

the exchange rate was 
300 Saddam dinars=1 Swiss dinar
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See Mervyn King, http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/archive/Documents/historicpubs/speeches/2004/speech208.pdf

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/archive/Documents/historicpubs/speeches/2003/speech208.pdf


A brief history
Iraqi Swiss dinar
• Key insight is that Iraqi Swiss dinar had no official backing yet it 

was accepted as money – because people were willing to accept 
it as money.
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http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2010/10/04/130329523/how-fake-money-saved-brazil
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A brief history
2021 DeFi
• Enables peer to peer transactions without a centralized 

institution
• It allows for an efficient barter mechanism
• There are many problems with centralized finance
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Problems with centralized finance
Five problems
• Centralized control
• Limited access
• Inefficiency
• Lack of interoperability
• Opacity
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Problems with centralized finance
Centralized control
• Centralized banking system is highly concentrated
• National central banks control currency
• Non-financial centralization of tech giants, e.g., Amazon-retail, 

Facebook/Google-digital advertising
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Problems with centralized finance
Limited access
• 1.7 billion unbanked
• Billions underbanked
• Many entrepreneurs use credit cards to finance their businesses 

because banks won’t lend to them because they are small 
(negative impact on growth)
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Problems with centralized finance
Inefficiency
• 3% for a credit card swipe
• 5-7% for a wire transfer
• 2 days settlement time for a stock transaction
• Slow transfers of funds
• Fraud, chargebacks, insecurity
• No micro transactions
• Difficult to get pad
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Problems with centralized finance
Lack of Interoperability
• Siloed institutions
• Difficult to move money from one banking institution to another
• Difficult to move money from a bank to a non-bank
• Note Visa attempted acquisition of fintech company Plaid
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Problems with centralized finance
Opacity
• Very little transparency
• Bank customers do not know the health of the bank
• Must rely on costly regulation and the promise of bailouts
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Result of these problems
Missed growth opportunities
• Entrepreneur might have a great 

project, say with a 25% ROI, but the 
project is never pursued because 
the cost of credit card borrowing is 
24%

• High ROI project fuel high CAPEX, 
strong real GDP growth, and robust 
employment growth
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https://wallethub.com/edu/cc/credit-card-landscape-report/24927#interest-rates

https://wallethub.com/edu/cc/credit-card-landscape-report/24927#interest-rates


Result of these problems
Inequality of opportunities
• Projects should be financed based on the quality of the idea and 

the soundness of the execution plan
• Many have no access to Internet commerce (to buy or sell)
• Given the number of unbanked and underbanked, this creates 

unequal opportunities and perpetuates or even exacerbates 
inequality. 
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Origins of DeFi
Fintech
• When costs are high, innovation will arise. However, if there is a 

strong layer of middle people, innovation may not be fast
• Consider the FX market
• Alice needs to buy €100m with dollars at the end of September 

to pay for a machine
• Alice goes to her bank and they quote a rate
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Origins of DeFi
Fintech
• Carol needs to sell €100m (translate into dollars) at the end of 

September
• Carol goes to her bank and the bank quotes her a (different) rate
• The difference in the rate – the spread – is the bank’s profit (and 

it can be substantial) 
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Origins of DeFi
Fintech
• 20 years ago a company is formed with a simple idea
• Suppose Carol and Alice use the same bank. Why not match 

them together? Indeed, if either Carol or Alice had multiple 
banking relationships, you could match people from other banks

• Let the banks do the credit quality evaluation and pay them a 
very small fee for that

• The “spread” – which is a significant cost for Alice and Carol 
vanishes
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Origins of DeFi
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Origins of DeFi
Fintech
• Can you imagine pitching the Board of Directors of a major bank 

the following:
• Spend the money to implement this fintech idea and eliminate one of 

your major profit center
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Origins of DeFi
Fintech
• Can you imagine pitching the Board of Directors of a major bank 

the following:
• Spend the money to implement this fintech idea and eliminate one of 

your major profit center
• Fortunately, many banks saw the future and wanted to be first in to 

this peer to peer system
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Origins of DeFi
Fintech
• Another early decentralized idea was “dark pool” trading
• 1979 the US SEC instituted Rule 19c3 that allowed stocks listed 

on one exchange, e.g., NYSE, to be traded on another exchange
• Many institutions moved their large block trading to peer to 

peer trading in dark pools. 
• Currently, almost half of stock trading is done in dark pools
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Origins of DeFi
Fintech
• Paypal founded in 2000 as a way to 

speed up payments
• Banks have followed with initiatives 

like Zelle
• Importantly, these payment 

initiatives use the legacy banking 
infrastructure
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Origins of DeFi
Bitcoin and cryptocurrency
• Stuart Haber and Scott Stornetta (1991) invent the blockchain

idea to keep track of time stamping of documents
• Adam Back (2002) invents the Proof of Work idea. It is based on 

a key paper by Cynthia Dwork and Moni Naor (1992) that was 
aimed at eliminating junk mail (require the sender to do a 
computational task to send the email to you, while this is easy 
to do once – it is infeasible to do for millions of recipients)

• Satoshi Nakamoto (2008) put these ideas together to introduce 
bitcoin 
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Origins of DeFi
Bitcoin and cryptocurrency
• Bitcoin eliminated the key problem with digital currencies in the 

past (you can make a perfect digital copy and “double spend”)
• Every transaction would be kept in an immutable ledger 

(censorship resistant blockchain) and the ledger would be 
distributed across many different computers

• Cryptographic scarcity was enforced by a limit of 21 million bitcoin
• User sovereignty (only owner determines how to spend)
• Portability in that you can send or receive anywhere quickly and 

cheaply
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Origins of DeFi
Comparison to fiat
• US dollar since 1971 is a pure fiat currency
• Demand comes from: 

• 1) taxes; 
• 2) purchase of goods denominated in USD; and 
• 3) repayment of debt in USD

• US economic expansions and contractions impact value
• Fed also has the ability to inflate
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Origins of DeFi
Bitcoin vs. fiat
• Scarcity and self-sovereignty create the potential for store of 

value
• While untested, there is no direct link to economic activity or 

inflation, so there could be some hedging
• Bitcoin was originally intended to be a peer-to-peer currency. 

However, it deflationary characteristics and flat fees discourage its 
use in small transaction. 

• Bitcoin a flagship for other innovations in the crypto space
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Ethereum and DeFi
Ethereum history
• Began in 2015
• Allows for running of computer programs. So Ethereum is a 

distributed computational platform offering functionality via 
offering a “smart contract platform”.

• Smart contracts control assets and data and define interactions 
between assets, data, and network participants
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Ethereum and DeFi
dApps
• Decentralized applications allow peers to interact directly and 

remove the need for a central clearing house for app interactions
• DeFi is fundamentally a competitive marketplace of financial 

dApps that function as various financial “primitives” such as 
exchange, lend, tokenize, and so forth. 

• These dApps benefit from the network effects of combining and 
recombining DeFi products and attracting increasingly more 
market share from the traditional financial ecosystem.
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Ethereum and DeFi
Next
• Explore the DeFi infrastructure including blockchain, 

cryptocurrency, smart contracts, oracles, stablecoins, and 
decentralized applications
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Contact: Follow me on LinkedIn

http://linkedin.com/in/camharvey
cam.harvey@duke.edu
@camharvey
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/author=16198
PGP: E004 4F24 1FBC 6A4A CF31 D520 0F43 AE4D D2B8 4EF4
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